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 The characteristic of tide is different for each region. Co-tidal charts are one of the media 
to present an information about the character of tidal. There are two types of co-tidal chart, 
such as co-phase chart and co-range chart. Co-phase chart will show the distribution of 
tides, meanwhile the co-range chart will show the propagation direction of tides. Sunda 
Strait was chosen to analyze the tidal propagation pattern. The amount of the tidal station 
which were observed are 33 stations across Sunda Strait. This research used four harmonic 
constituents of tide, such as M2, S2, K1 O1 and the chart of Sunda Strait to establish co-
tidal charts. The harmonic constituent of tide was analyzed by Admiralty Method. These 
data were obtained from Hydrography and Oceanography Center, Indonesian Navy 
(PUSHIDROSAL). The result of this research shows the tidal propagation direction of 
semidiurnal harmonic constituents of tide (M2, S2) that flows in south area of Sunda Strait 
(comes from Indian Ocean through the western part of Sumatra island). Meanwhile, in 
north area of Sunda Strait, the tidal propagation that comes from Indian Ocean flows 
through Karimata Strait. The direction of tidal propagation of diurnal harmonic 
constituents of tide (K1, SO1) that flows in Sunda Strait comes from Pacific Ocean through 
Karimata Strait. However, the tidal type in Sunda Strait is dominated by mixed tide 
prevalling semidiurnal and the highest amount of Z0 is 100 cm, meanwhile the lowest value 
of Z0 in Sunda Strait is 40 cm. 
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1. Introduction   

The Sunda Strait is a strait connecting the island of Java and 
the island of Sumatra in Indonesia. On the other hand, the waters 
of the Sunda Strait are the waters connecting the Java Sea with the 
Indian Ocean [1]-[3]. Based on the Constitution of Republic of 
Indonesia Number 17 of 1985, the Sunda Strait is classified into 
ALKI I (Indonesian archipelagic sea lane) [4], where the strait 
connects the waters of the Indian Ocean through the Karimata 
Strait to the South China Sea or vice versa. Oil and gas 
transportation routes for energy needs in East Asia other than 
through the Strait of Malacca are in the Sunda Strait. The Sunda 
Strait is an alternative route of shipping when the traffic flow in 
the Malacca Strait is inhibited [5], [6]. Therefore, the Sunda Strait 
is the route commonly used for international shipping lanes [7], 

[8] as well as the crossing path from Java Island to Sumatra Island 
[9]. The depth in the Sunda Strait waters ranges from 0.5 m to 
1,885 m [10]-[12]. The number of ships passing through the 
Sunda Strait from 2007 to 2015 reached by 29,351 units. The 
number of vessels passing through the Sunda Strait will continue 
to increase each year, therefore, various regulations are developed 
to improve the security of traffic in the Sunda Strait [13]. 
Regulations aim to enhance the security of shipping in the Sunda 
Strait should be supported by data describing natural phenomena 
in these waters. One of the natural phenomena at sea that have to 
be understood is the change of sea level elevation or so-called 
tidal. Tidal in the hydrographic field is used as an object to reduce 
the results of bathymetry recording to obtain bathymetry value of 
an actual water [14]-[17]. 

Tidal has a dynamic character and its character is different in 
each region, especially the tides affect the rate of pollutants, 
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sediment transport and erotion [18], [19]. Therefore, to facilitate 
the presentation of tidal conditions in an area is to use the chart 
[20]. The co-tidal chart is part of the nautical chart [21], [22]. The 
nautical chart serves to provide accurate data with a fast 
presentation system and approaches the actual situation to support 
maritime activities [23]. Co-tidal charts are divided into co-range 
chart and co-phase chart. The co-range chart provides information 
about the amplitude, while the co-phase chart provides 
information about the phase of the tide characteristics presented 
in contour lines [24]. More location of data measurement in the 
waters will facilitate the analysis of the tidal character of these 
waters. Study of tidal characteristic in Sunda Strait in a form of 
co-tidal charts can be used by the some parties to improve the 
management of shipping path. The location of the study is 
presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 :Sunda Strait in the north is bounded by the connecting line from west to 
east that is from 5° 50' south latitude to 105° 47' east longitude and from 5° 53' 
south latitude to 105° 02' east longitude. While, in the south, the bounded line 
connects from west to east (from 6° 50 'south latitude to 105° 15' east longitude 
and from 5° 56’ south latitude to 105° 33' east longitude) [25]. 

2. Literature Study 
2.1. Research Method 

The methodology used in this research is descriptive 
quantitative method. This method aims to describe the distribution 
of the wave height amplitude and tidal propagation horizontally 
accompanied by the distance and the extent of the water area 
influenced by the amplitude and phase of tide.  

 
Figure 2 : Thirty two stations of sampling points to calculate the co-tidal chart in 

Sunda Strait 

The location of the sampling point is presented in Figure 2. The 
equipment was installed is tidal gauges.  This device are not 
submerged at the highest high water level (HHWL) and are still 
inundated during lowest low water level (LLWL). The tidal 
gauges were installed perpendicularly and placed away from 
human activities or the flow of boats and ships. The tidal gauge 
should not be installed on the watershed or breakwaters in order 
not to cause bias and others [26].    

2.2. Tidal Elevation Analysis using Admiralty Method 
Tidal data were obtained using Admiralty Method by 

schematic and multiplier tables at data length of 15 or 29 piantans 
in one hour observation interval to obtain the value of tidal 
harmonic constituents (S0, M2, S2, N2, K1, O1, M4, MS4, P1, 
K2), where some of the harmonic constituents (M2, S2, K1, O1) 
will become the input parameters of the co-tidal chart. Equation 1 
defines the numbers of Z0, meanwhile equation 2 is the equation 
of Formzahl which used to determine the types of tidal of a waters 
[27]. 

 
Z0 = A(M2) + A(S2) + A(N2) + A(K2) + A(K1) + A(O1) + A(P1) + 

A(M4) + A(MS4)            (1) 
 
where: 
Z0  = chart datum (m) 
A = amplitude (m); 
 

F = 𝐴𝐴(𝐾𝐾1)+𝐴𝐴(𝑂𝑂1)
𝐴𝐴(𝑀𝑀2)+𝐴𝐴(𝑆𝑆2)

          (2) 
where: 
F = formzahl 
𝐴𝐴(𝐾𝐾1)   = amplitude of tidal harmonic constituent of K1 
𝐴𝐴(𝑂𝑂1)  = amplitude of tidal harmonic constituent of O1 
𝐴𝐴(𝑀𝑀2)  = amplitude of tidal harmonic constituent of M2 
𝐴𝐴(𝑆𝑆2)   = amplitude of tidal harmonic constituent of S2 

2.3. Construction of Co-Tidal Chart 
Co-tidal chart construction requires at least three different 

observation stations. The datum of time used for co-tidal chart is 
GMT [28], ie +07.00, meanwhile references datum of tidal is low 
water of neap tide. The result of tidal observation from each 
station is amplitude height (cm), phase (deg) of each tidal 
harmonic constituents and the formzahl number. In addition, the 
period of water height in every tidal harmonic constituents can be 
calculated by Equation 3. 

 
t = g x 1

𝑛𝑛
         (3) 

where : 

t = time of water height (hour) 
g = phase of tidal harmonic constituent (0) 
n = angular velocity of tidal harmonic constituent (0/jam) 
 

Co-tidal charts in offshore area can be determined based on the 
observation at the shore [24]. The observation results along the 
shore was interpolated to obtain the offshore area empirically. 
This research was using spline method. Spline method is a method 
that estimates value by using mathematical functions that 
minimize the total surface curvature [29], [30]. 
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2.4. Data Analysis 
The tidal analysis in this research refer to the method by 

Pariwono [24], which are contained of the following 3 sections : 
• The aim of analyzing co-phase charts is to obtain the tidal 

propagation information for each tidal harmonic constituents, 
i.e. diurnal tidal harmonic constituents (K1, O1) and 
semidiurnal tidal harmonic constituents (M2, S2). The data 
which were observed are the source and direction of tidal wave 
propagation which are shown based on the high of water time 
contours, where tidal propagation moves from low amplitude 
to higher amplitudes. 

• The aim of analyzing co-range charts was to obtain the 
information about the distribution of wave height amplitude. 
The data consist of the highest and lowest of wave height 
amplitude that shown by line contour.  

• Types of tidal chart and Z0 chart were analyzed to obtain the 
general information about the tidal characteristic based on 
formzahl number and height of Z0. 

 
3. Result 

3.1. Tidal Observation 
This research shows the tidal characteristic information at 

2 stations of tidal observation , i.e. in Panjang Waters Lampung 
and Ciwandan Waters Banten. The result of tidal elevations 

(shown at Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) presented the height of HHWL, 
LLWL, HWL, LWL and MSL. The value of HHWL, HWL, MSL, 
LWL and LLWL in Panjang waters, respectively are 196 cm, 179 
cm, 104 cm, 42 cm and 13 cm. Meanwhile, the HHWL, HWL, 
MSL, LWL and LLWL in Ciwandan waters are 163 cm, 150 cm, 
120 cm, 89 cm and 77 cm, respectively. 

Tidal elevation in the Panjang Waters Lampung and Ciwandan 
Waters Banten are shown in Figure 3 and 4. High water value 
which is obtained in Panjang Waters is 179 cm, while in 
Ciwandan Waters is 150 cm. While, low water values for Panjang 
and Ciwandan waters are 42 cm and 89 cm, respectively. 

3.2. Analysis of Tidal Harmonic Components 

The results obtained are the amplitude (A) and phase (g) 
values of each tidal harmonic constituent, i.e. S0, M2, S2, N2, K1, 
O1, M4, MS4, K2 and P1 (Table 1 and Table 2). The formzahl 
value of Ciwandan waters, Banten is 0.436, whereas, the formzahl 
value of Panjang waters, Lampung is 0.482. The comparison of 
tidal elevation between Panjang waters, Lampung and Ciwandan 
waters, Banten (shown in Figure 5) is used to determine the 
direction of water mass movement. Figure 6 shows a plot stick 
value from both tidal observation stations to verify the direction 
of tidal wave propagation on co-tidal charts. 

 

 

Table 1 :Tidal Harmonic Constituents at Panjang Waters, Lampung 
 

 S0 M2 S2 N2 K1 O1 M4 MS4 K2 P1 
A (cm) 104 36 14 8 16 8 0.2 0.1 4 5 
g (0)  198 269 169 276 250 85 240 269 276 
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Table 2 : Tidal Harmonic Constituents at Ciwandan Waters, Banten 
 S0 M2 S2 N2 K1 O1 M4 MS4 K2 P1 

A (cm) 120 11 11 4 6 3 2 1 3 2 
g (0)  214 333 216 192 76 217 56 333 192 

 

 
Figure 5 : Comparison of Tidal Elevation between Panjang Waters and Ciwandan Waters 

 

 
Figure 6 : Plot stick constituents harmonic of tide 

 
Figure 5 shows the different tidal elevation of the two waters, 

where it can be seen that the fluctuations of sea water level length 
of Panjang Water are greater than the fluctuations of sea water 
surface of Ciwandan. Tidal steep in Panjang waters is reached up 
to 137 cm at neap tide, while tidal steep in Ciwandan Waters only 
reached 61 cm at neap tide. According to Pond and Pickard [31], 
the depth and width of the waters affect sea level fluctuations, 
therefore, the difference in tidal elevation values between Panjang 
and Ciwandan Waters is caused by its location, where the location 
of Panjang waters is in Lampung Bay and Ciwandan Waters is 
located in the northern part of the Sunda Strait which is directly 
facing to the Java Sea. Tidal types in Panjang and Ciwandan 
Waters are the same (mixed tide prevailing semidiurnal). Based 
on Figure 6, the semidiurnal harmonic constituents (including M2, 
S2, N2 and K2), the direction of its tidal wave propagation is from 
Panjang Waters to Ciwandan Waters, whereas, diurnal harmonic 
constituents (including O1, K1, P1), the direction of its tidal wave 
propagation is from Ciwandan Waters to Panjang Waters. M4 
tidal constituent shows the direction of wave propagation from 
Panjang Waters to Ciwandan Waters, while the tidal constant 
MS4 shows the direction of wave propagation from Ciwandan 
Waters to Panjang Waters. 

3.3. Co-tidal Chart 
Figure 7a show the co-range chart which are presented by the 

amplitude of wave height and the tidal propagation based on time 

of each tidal harmonic constituent. The contour lines define the 
amplitude of wave height or tidal propagation period. 

  Figure 7a shows co-range chart of harmonic constants M2. 
The distance of M2 amplitude contour has a 2 cm interval (around 
Bakauheni-Merak or north area of Sunda Strait) to Anyer-
Kalianda waters, where the change of elevation of M2 amplitude 
height are from 12 cm to 30 cm. Contour density indicates the 
variability of the value of M2 amplitude height which is caused 
by tidal wave propagation influenced by depth in north area of 
Sunda Strait. The minimum value of M2 wave amplitude in Sunda 
Strait is 12 cm and the maximum height is 36 cm. The wave height 
of M2 amplitude in the southern area of the Sunda Strait is greater 
than the wave height of M2 amplitude in the north of the Sunda 
Strait. The M2 amplitude value in the Sunda Strait Waters is more 
dominant than the M2 amplitude value in the northwest part of the 
Java Sea, indicating that the amplitude of the M2 wave amplitude 
in the Sunda Strait is high. Based on the S2 co-range chart of the 
Sunda Strait waters which is shown in Figure 7 b, the S2 wave 
amplitude in the Sunda Strait Waters is quite high compared to 
the wave amplitudes in the western part of the Java Sea. This 
condition is based on contours whose value is enlarged toward the 
northern part of the  Sunda Strait from the western part of the Java 
Sea, which is from 7 cm to 11 cm in Cilegon-Bakauheni area. 
Furthermore, the further inside of Sunda Strait area, the amplitude 
value of S2 become higher until it reaches the maximum height of  
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Figure 7 :  (a)-(d) co-range chart (e)-(h) co-tidal chart 

18 cm in Sebesi Island to Sertung Island. Several areas in the 
Sunda Strait have a varying degrees of amplitude of S2 based on 
contour density, at 14 cm contours that start from Labuhan 
Bangkai area, Krakatau Island to Kalianda and contour 15 cm on 
Legundi Island, west of Sertung island, south of Sebesi island and 
west Sebuku island, until the maximum S2 amplitude value on the 
eastern part of Sertung island and the northern part of Sebesi 
island. The minimum S2 wave amplitude height in the Sunda 
Strait waters is 10 cm and the maximum S2 wave amplitude 
height is 18 cm. Based on the change of wave amplitude height, 
the effect of the S2 wave amplitude in the Sunda Strait is higher 
than the effect of the S2 wave amplitude in the northwest of the 
Java Sea. 

The co-range chart of K1 tidal harmonic constants shown in 
Figure 7 c that the minimum amplitude value of Sunda  

Strait waters is 8 cm around Anyer Waters and maximum 
amplitudes, which is 18 cm in the area of Teluk Paraja and Kota 
Agung. According to Pariwono [24], the topography of the seabed 
and the shape of a waters affect the variability of the amplitude 
value, therefore the K1 tidal wave in the sea of the Sunda Strait 
tends to be the same, which is from 10 cm to 12 cm, while the 
amplitude value in some bay is from 14 cm to 18 cm, which is at 
Lampung Bay, Semangka Bay and Paraja Gulf. The northern part 
has a wave amplitude height which is from 8 cm to 14 cm that is 
influenced by the narrow gap of the two islands. Wave length 
amplitude are increasingly enlarged toward the western part of the 
Java Sea. This shows that the Sunda Strait is less influence by K1 

tidal wave. Based on Figure 7 d, the distance of the O1 wave 
amplitude height contours in the Sunda Strait are far. In addition, 
the changes of wave amplitude height are not significant. The 
wave amplitude heights in the Ciwandan Area are from 1 cm to 2 
cm and the wave amplitude height in the Merak area are from 4 
cm to 6 cm. The amplitude with the height of 8 cm is found in 
Labuhan Waters which is connected to Krakatau Kecil Island, 
Sertung Island to Kiluan Waters. While in the bay area, such as 
the Lada Bay and Lampung Bay, the amplitude value is quite high, 
which is about 8 cm to 12 cm while in the south of the Sunda Strait, 
the amplitude values tend to be the same, which is from 8 cm to 
10 cm. This condition shows the effect of O1 tide waves is small. 

The tidal harmonic constant of M2 (Figure 7 e) propagates 
from the southeast waters of Sumatra. Then, the tidal wave 
propagation direction moves towards Bakauheni-Merak. The tidal 
wave propagation of M2 in the Sunda Strait is also influenced by 
the M2 tidal wave coming from the western waters of Sumatera, 
shown in the contour of 7 waters area of Kiluan (South Sumatera) 
to the West (West Java). The tidal wave propagation of M2 
originating from the western waters of Sumatera and the 
Southeast Sumatra waters which coincides at 7.5 in Cangirin, 
Labuhan and Merak areas.  

S2 tidal wave propagates through the waters of western 
Sumatra (Figure 7 f). S2 tidal wave which come from western part 
of Sumatra moves from 8 to Semangka Bay at 8.5 to 10 in Cilegon 
waters. The direction of the tidal wave propagation from the 
southeastern part of Sumatra and the north of the Sunda Strait that 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)
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meets or coincides in the area of Sumur, Sebesi Island, Sebuku 
Island to Labuhan area at 9.5 hours, S2 wave continues to reach 
the Lada-Labuhan Bay at 10.5. According to Fatoni [23], the 
double tidal wave propagating in the western waters of Sumatra 
were the propagation of the Indian Ocean and the tidal wave in 
the southeastern part of Sumatra is the tidal wave propagation 
from the Indian Ocean which enters through the Malacca Strait to 
the waters of Batam to the Karimata Strait. 

The tidal wave propagation of K1 comes from the Java Sea 
(Figure 7 g), where the propagation of the tidal wave will partially 
propagate to the Karimata Strait and partly propagate to the waters 
of the Sunda Strait. K1 tidal wave, in Sunda Strait waters area 
starts at 12 in Merak-Bakauheni then its propagation direction is 
to the western waters of Sumatra, Sebesi Island and Bay of 
Semangka, which was at 18. The tidal propagation around 
Lampung Bay is shown at  

16 to Puhawang Island at 18. Meanwhile, O1 tidal waves 
from the Karimata Strait and Java Sea propagate to Merak waters 
as shown in Figure 7 h, where the O1 tidal wave travels at 7 and 
will continue to propagate up to Bakauheni-Merak waters at 10. 
The propagation tidal waves from Bakauheni-Merak waters 
continue to propagate to the bay of Semangka and Kalianda at the 
same time, at 18 hours. O1 tide wave will continue to propagate 
into the waters of West Sumatra that similarly to the K1 tidal wave. 
The direction of O1 tidal wave propagation comes from the 
Pacific Ocean that travels through the Makassar Strait to the Java 
Sea and travels from the Natuna Sea towards the Sunda Strait. 
According to Fatoni [23], the K1 tidal wave originates from the 
Java Sea is a propagation from Pasific Ocean passing to the 
Sulawesi Sea through the Makassar Strait. 

3.4. The Map of Z0 Distribution and Types of Tidal Chart 

Z0 distribution and types of tidal chart are shown in Figure 8 
a. The charts are shown by the consideration of formzahl and Z0 
heights in The Sunda Strait. Figure 8 a is a chart of the distribution 
of Z0 in Sunda Strait, where the height of Z0 has a uniform 
amount based on the countor line. The northern part of the Sunda 
Strait of Z0 height has a lower tendency height, for example in 
Merak area Z0 height is 50 cm, while in Bakauheni area to 
Cilegon the contour value is 60 cm. The height of Z0 around 
Sunda Strait waters ranged from 50 cm to 100 cm. Tidal type in 
Sunda Strait waters is based on formzahl number (Figure 8 b), 
which showed the type of tidal in the Sunda Strait waters is 
affected by the amplitude height of O1, K1, M2 and S2. If the 
amplitude height of O1 and K1 are greater than the height of M2 
and S2, then the tidal type in these waters tends to be diurnal or 
diurnal mixed type. Tidal types in the Sunda Strait waters are 
dominated by mixed tide prevailing semidiurnal, where the 
contours are displayed on the chart, ranging from 0.26 to 1. This 
indicates that the Sunda Strait waters are affected by the amplitude 
of M2 and S2 or semidiurnal tidal constituents. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8: (a) Z0 chart (b) Type of tidal chart 

4. Results 
Co-range chart which is shown the amplitude wave in Sunda 

strait is affected by semidiurnal harmonic constituent (M2, S2), 
dominantly. The maximum height of wave amplitude in Sunda 
Strait is represented by M2 amplitude wave in the value of 36 cm 
height and the minimum height of amplitude wave is represented 
by O1 amplitude wave of 2 cm height. Co-phase chart shows the 
tidal propagation of K1 and O1 that spread from 10 to the end of 
20, meanwhile the tidal propagation of semidiurnal harmonic 
constituent of M2 and S2 spread from 4 to 10. The tidal type in 
Sunda Strait is dominated by mixed tide prevalling semidiurnal 
and the height of Z0 is from 40 cm to 100 cm height. The tidal 
propagation of semidiurnal harmonic constituent (M2, S2) in 
Sunda Strait were sourced from Indian Ocean. The tidal wave 
flows through western of Sumatra Waters and Malacca Strait 
(flows through Batam Waters to Karimata Strait, continously). 
The tidal propagation of diurnal harmonic constituent (O1, K1) in 
Sunda Strait are sourced from Pacific Ocean. The tidal wave flows 
through Java Sea and South China Sea (flows through Karimata 
Strait). 
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